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Abstract
This thesis explores the foundations of Circulation Control (CC) in a literature review that
investigates the various methods of study and developments that have been made in recent years.
Using this foundation, a computational model is developed using ANSYS Fluent Computational
Fluid Dynamics software. The first model created was based on a simplified rectangular geometry
that isolated the geometrical characteristics of the blowing slot and the Coandă radius with no
freestream. The computational process was verified, but it was found that the mesh and geometry
would need to be refined to achieve the desired results. Thus, the second model is based on a
modified NACA 0015, and it is meshed using 440,000 nodes. In this configuration the geometry
was held constant, and the velocity of the blowing jet, Vjet was varied compared to a freestream
velocity. The tracked parameter was the ratio of the two, Vjet/V∞. In tracking the results of varying
this ratio, it was found that the separation point over the Coandă surface was displaced by
approximately 50 degrees. This result supports the theory that CC devices can minimize the
turbulent wake behind an airfoil, thus reducing drag and enhancing lift.
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1. Introduction
The earliest application of traditional Circulation Control (CC) was documented in 1938 when
Haagedorn and Ruden experimented with controlling the boundary layer over a trailing edge flap
[1]. This research was a natural extension of Prandtl’s revolutionary study of the boundary layer
in the first decade of the 1900s [2]. As the study of manned flight progressed through the following
decades, there were attempts to apply Active Flow Control, the umbrella genre of CC, but these
efforts struggled to achieve advantageous efficiency [2]. In the late 1970s, Robert Englar
performed some of the pioneering experimental research on the integration of a CC device into the
trailing edge of an airfoil and the effects of the variation of geometrical characteristics. In his
studies he isolated the geometrical characteristics of a CC device down to the fundamental
parameters of blowing slot height and Coandă surface radius, which are defined in more detail in
Section 3, Design Parameters and Model Description. Through years of research over the
remainder of the 20th century, the study of fluid mechanics, including CC research, evolved into
three distinct methods: experimental, computational, and analytical. Experimental and analytical
techniques prevailed until more recent years when the processing power of modern computers was
developed enough to provide computational results within a usable time. In recent years, the three
methods are often used in conjunction to validate each other, leading to increased accuracy across
the board. As the methods of studying CC have developed, the methods of its application have
also improved, with the advent of unsteady actuation, including pulsed blowing, and varied slot
geometries around 2000 and into the present day [2].
The following study reviews a wide range of the applications of CC that are now in
development. This includes studies utilizing each method of research, studies on various
geometries, and studies of nontraditional applications of CC. Once this foundation is explored, a
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model is developed through multiple iterations to perform analysis on a fundamental airfoil
geometry. This geometry is a modified NACA 0015 that is fitted with a CC device in the trailing
edge. The effects are studied of varying the blowing velocity with respect to the freestream in order
to determine a relationship between the blowing velocity and the location of flow separation from
the Coandă surface. The results of this computational experiment show that as the velocity of the
jet increases, the location of separation moves down the Coandă surface. An angular displacement
of up to 50 degrees is observed between the lowest jet velocity and the highest, which illustrates
the effectiveness of CC.
The second section of this paper, Background and Literature Review, describes the
fundamental aerodynamic principles behind the application of CC and the basic knowledge that is
needed to understand its results. It proceeds to describe the various aspects of CC research,
describing recent scholarly papers and experimental studies that illustrate each. Section 3, Design
Parameters and Model Description, describes the computational techniques used in this particular
study and the details of the geometries that were used. The fourth section, Computational Model,
details the meshing techniques, boundary conditions, and solver utilized in this study. Section 5,
Results and Discussion, explores in details the results of this computational experimental study,
including their implications and how they could be improved in the future. The final section is the
Conclusion, which summarizes the model and results.
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2. Background and Literature Review
A. Fundamental Aerodynamic Principles
In order to study the topic of circulation control (CC), it is vital to understand the basic
aerodynamic principles that govern its application. The most common application for CC is flow
over an airfoil. Typical flow over an airfoil at a positive angle of attack without any adjustment is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A pressure contour of unadjusted flow over a GOE-387 airfoil, showing high pressure on the
lower surface and low pressure on the upper surface, causing lift [3]

As described in Kandil et al [3], a standard airfoil such as the GOE-387 experiences lift
caused by a difference in pressure between its upper and lower surfaces. This pressure difference
is related to a combination of the airfoil’s angle of attack and camber. In this study, Computational
Fluid Dynamics software ANSYS-Fluent was used to analyze the effect of angle of attack on the
pressure gradient between the surfaces of a standardized airfoil, the GOE-387.
Although positioning an airfoil at increased angle of attack and adding camber can increase
advantageous lift, there are also penalties. As shown in Figure 2, an airfoil under an unadjusted
viscous freestream also creates a wake of turbulent flow behind its trailing edge.
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Figure 2: A graph of velocity contours over a NACA 0012 airfoil, displaying transition, the separation
point, and the turbulent wake [4]

As described in Wang [4], this wake causes significant drag to the airfoil. The size of the
wake is increased with angle of attack. Wang’s study involved using ANSYS to study a NACA
0012 airfoil at two angles of attack, 2 ̊ and 14 ̊, at a constant Reynolds number of 2.88x106. Given
the low Reynolds number, the flow could be assumed incompressible. The study tested meshes of
15,000 and 40,000 cells, and it found a slight difference in results between the two. The lift and
drag were tracked for various cases, and it was found that an increased angle of attack caused an
increase in both lift and drag. The increase in drag in this case is mainly due to the growth of the
aforementioned wake with the increase in angle of attack. The wake that forms behind an airfoil
in viscous, turbulent flow is vital to the motivation behind the study of CC. The drag causes
significant penalties to the performance of an aircraft, as it requires increased thrust from the
aircraft’s engines to maintain steady flight. The thrust is directly related to the fuel consumption
of the aircraft, which is of high interest to aircraft operators such as airlines and the military, since
it is a significant operational cost of the plane.
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The wake that forms behind an airfoil is also related to the maximum lift that can be
generated by the airfoil. If this wake could be reduced, the gains in maximum lift could be applied
to increased payload capacity, which is highly crucial to any aircraft, from cargo craft maximizing
their carrying potential to fighter craft optimizing their fuel range. Related to maximum lift is also
the required takeoff distance for a given aircraft. If this distance is reduced, then commercial
operators could increase their efficiency, and military operators would have the option of increased
stealth in reaching crucial areas with tighter accessibility.

B. Basics of Circulation Control
The topic under study, CC, offers a possibility for reducing or eliminating the wake that
forms behind an airfoil’s trailing edge and providing access to the advantages discussed above.
The principles of CC are based on the aerodynamic phenomenon called the Coandă Effect. The
Coandă effect is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of a CC Device utilizing the Coandă Effect to diminish the separation
bubble and turbulent wake behind a modified airfoil [5]
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The CC device shown in Figure 3 is described in Capobianco et al [5]. In this paper, the
researchers describe the phenomenon of the Coandă Effect and its use in CC. The Coandă effect
is observed when a flow is applied tangentially to a convex curved surface. As the surface curves,
the difference in the low pressure between the surface and the flow and the higher ambient pressure
causes the flow to change direction in order to remain attached to the surface.
This effect is central to the function of a CC device, such as the one pictured in Figure 3.
The researchers in this study utilized a standard geometry, which includes two major components,
the rounded face referenced as a Coandă surface, and one or more blowing slots. The blowing slots
are placed tangentially to the Coandă surface, where the Coandă effect causes the flow to maintain
separation to the curved surface for a far greater distance than it would to a typical airfoil trailing
edge. This study used CFD to analyze CC applications, including both aerodynamics and
hydrodynamics, focusing on low Aspect Ratio wings. One focus of the study was the effect of
geometry on the characteristics of the flow, so geometries of various slot heights were tested. Slot
height variation between geometries was achieved by shifting the elliptical profile closer to and
further from the trailing edge, while keeping the Coandă surface constant. The authors created nine
airfoils and narrowed those down to the four that most likely to maintain attachment over the
Coandă surface.
The authors used the meshing program Capstone, and their solver was Kestrel. They
applied a no-slip condition to the model walls. Mesh improvements were conducted by running
various mesh refinements at a constant Cμ and tracking the change in CL. Tests were performed at
four different momentum coefficients. The project consisted of 120 cases, run at five angles of
attack from 0 degrees to 18 degrees. The first simulations were run with no blowing and compared
to experimental cases by Rogers and Donnelly, to validate the CFD model. The results were found
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to agree well. Blowing cases were also run and compared to experimental results. The results were
compared to experimental data that had no sweep, and it was found that the parameters being
tracked were not largely affected by the sweep angle and taper ratio.
The variation in pressure coefficient was also tracked for each geometry and for each angle
of attack. It was found that the blown cases showed significant improvement in performance over
the unblown cases, and the different geometries all showed different advantages. At the highest
angle of attack and Cμ value, stall conditions were observed. When the drag polars were plotted, it
was also found that drag increased at the highest angle of attack and Cμ combination that was
tested. This implies that the slot blowing induced an early stall.
The lift coefficient was also tracked versus the ΔV∞/Vjet, which showed an increase in CL
up to a V∞/Vjet ratio of roughly 4 to 5, at which point the CL decreased again. The study described
in this paper investigated the benefits of applying basic CC devices to the trailing edges of aircraft
wings. The advantages of CC devices include reduced drag and increased maximum lift capacity,
which leads to increased fuel efficiency and decreased takeoff distance.

C. Areas in Which Circulation Control is Applied
The topic of CC has been under investigation for some time. CC devices have been tested
under wide varieties of conditions, as researchers work to understand CC’s scientific background
and its most efficient implementation. The penalties of drag and the wake that are described above
are highly mitigated by circulation control, but they appear in various strengths in various flow
conditions.
One of the areas in which CC could be most vital is in the high lift condition. This condition
appears in takeoff and landing and sharp in-flight maneuvers, including stall recovery. High lift is
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not usually involved in steady cruise, and it makes up a small percentage of the total flight time.
However, it can have larger effects on total fuel consumption and on takeoff distance, which brings
it to the attention of those studying CC.
A large portion of the early influential study of CC was performed by Englar. In his 1982
paper [6], he partnered with Huson to relate CC specifically to high lift applications. In their paper,
these two researchers built on former research and focused their study on developing supercritical
airfoils that incorporated CC on the trailing edges in order to eliminate the needs for deflecting
surfaces. They tested a variety of airfoil shapes, including those shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: A NASA 17% Supercritical Airfoil (top) and an A6/64A008 4 Airfoil (bottom). Both
are augmented with CC trailing edges. [6]
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The 3 ft span models were tested in the DTNSRDC 8x10 ft subsonic wind tunnel. The
surface pressure were tracked and used to derive lift, drag, and moment. Comparisons of lift
coefficients, drag coefficients, and moment coefficients for various angles of attack were plotted.
Lift and drag coefficients were compared for four different airfoils and the individual attributes
and advantages of various airfoil characteristics were determined for regions of high lift flow. The
results were generalized to specific geometrical characteristics that were shown to improve
aerodynamic efficiency depending on the desired application.
In contrast, a more recent paper that studied the same topic of geometrical characteristics
and their influence on CC in high lift conditions is by Semaan et al at the Technische Universitat
Carolo-Wilhelmina zu Braunschweig in 2019 [7]. The goal of the experiment was to analyze
pulsed blowing through a Coandă flap at a standard aircraft’s landing conditions. Typical landing
conditions require high lift, typically supplied by maximum deflection of flaps, elevators, and
rudders. In this study, however, the researchers investigated the possibility of using CC to replace
a portion or the entirety of the physical control surfaces.
The model used in this study was a modified DLR-F15 airfoil fitted with a Coandă flap
that made up 25% of the trailing edge of the chord. Since this experiment studies landing
conditions, the flap was set at a 65-degree angle of deflection. To supply the jet, air was blown
through a plenum connected to an external pump that allowed blowing up to 10 Hz. The leading
edge of the airfoil was modified with a droop to increase lift at landing conditions, as shown in
Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: A modified DLR-F15 Airfoil with droop nose and installed CC device on the trailing edge. The
deployed flap worked in tandem with the CC device to maximize lift. [7]

The experiment was performed in a water tunnel in order to lower the freestream velocity
needed to achieve a similar Reynolds number to that of flight conditions. The conditions across
the wing were measured using 24 pressure taps over the wing surface and 7 real-time pressure
sensors along the flap. The pulsed blowing was defined by the nondimensional actuation frequency
and the momentum coefficient Cμ.
Early tests were performed with steady actuation, which showed an increased lift
coefficient with increase of the momentum coefficient of blowing. These tests were used to
determine the threshold of the Cμ at which separation occurs, which was used to determine the
momentum coefficients to test in the pulsed blowing configuration. Tests were performed at
varying actuation frequencies and varying oscillation amplitudes for set Cμ values of 0.03 and 0.05,
while holding the Reynolds number constant at 1.5*106. The results for the two cases showed very
different trends. In the case of a Cμ of 0.03, the increased frequency and amplitude added to the
lift coefficient by up to 0.47. In the case of a Cμ of 0.05, however, the lift coefficient was mainly
decreased by the effect of the unsteady blowing. A correlation was found between decreasing the
momentum coefficient and resulting increasing lift gains. However, at very low momentum
coefficients, the overall lift was low, so a middle ground had to be found between high lift gain
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and high overall lift. For the second set of tests, the Cμ was held at 0.035, and the angle of attack
was set at 0 degrees and then at 12 degrees. The actuation amplitude and frequency were again
varied. The lift gains at an angle of attack of 12 degrees were low but were suspected to include a
larger degree of experimental error. For both angles of attack, though, larger lift gains were
reported at lower frequencies and lower actuation amplitudes. The most advantageous actuation
frequency was found to be roughly 0.1, for reasons that were not mathematically clear. However,
the connection between the frequency, the amplitude, and the resulting lift gains were clear. This
shows a distinct benefit in the use of CC in high lift conditions such as landing. The same
conditions can be applied to other high lift circumstances such as takeoff or in-flight maneuvers.
The majority of an aircraft’s flight, however, is typically made up of cruise conditions,
which represent another key area in which CC can be applied. Analysis in cruise flight often
involves steady flow, though there are exceptions, such as pulsed blowing or sweeping jets. The
optimization of cruise flight can be highly beneficial to commercial air travel, possibly involving
large economic savings due to decreased fuel consumption and increased storage capacity from
the minimization of weighty mechanical flaps.
In a paper by Forster et al [8] the case of CC applied in supersonic cruise is investigated.
Though supersonic cruise is less common in commercial flight, it can be a major consideration in
military applications. In an effort to account for supersonic effects around the blowing slot, the
researchers introduced a step geometry, shown in Figure 6. This geometry allowed the expansion
of the supersonic jet before it interacted with the Coandă surface, minimizing drag losses.
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Figure 6: An illustration of a stepped geometry blowing slot. The step is thought to minimize detrimental
effects of shock waves around the blowing slot. [8]

Both experimental testing and numerical simulation were taken into account, with
experiments performed at both BAE Systems High Speed Wind Tunnel and DNW Transonic Wind
Tunnel. The experiments were performed with a Mach number of 0.7 for the freestream, with the
jet velocity supersonic. The angle of attack was tested at 0 deg and at 5 deg, with various Nozzle
Pressure Ratios of the blowing slots.
The CFD code was Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB). HMB uses RANS and is capable of
compressible and unsteady simulations. The geometry investigated was a flying wing. Two
geometries were tested, one with a step inserted between the blowing slot and the Coandă surface,
and one with no step. The mesh was formed half span, with twelve million cells and with additional
refinements as needed. For the unstepped geometry, with a Cμ of 2.2e-04, the jet was
underexpanded, causing the shock to interact with the boundary layer, and separation over the
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Coandă surface was not delayed. When the stepped geometry was tested, the slot height was split
in two, with one half contributing to the step, meaning the slot was half as tall as in previous tests.
At a Cμ of 2.6e-04, the underexpansion did not cause separation. Various efficiencies were
substantially improved up to 8 times the unstepped case, giving similar results to those of a 10
degree flap deflection. Separation occurred at a Cμ of 3.4e-04. When jet detached at a high Cμ and
an angle of attack of 5 degrees, it detached at the root first.
The aforementioned studies describe the advantages of CC applied to both high lift
conditions and to cruise flight. These two conditions make up the entirety of the flight of an
aircraft, showing that CC has many varied advantages.

D. Methods of Testing Circulation Control
In the study of CC there are many different methods of testing, from ANSYS Fluent to tuft
visualization. The two major classifications are experimental testing and computational analysis.
Both produce quantitative results, and the two methods are often used to validate each other. Some
studies are also performed entirely analytically, but this method is usually paired with either
computational or experimental work.
Computational studies in CC make use of Computational Fluid Dynamics software of
various types and sources. As an example of a purely computational study, a paper by Forster et
al [9] was focused on numerically analyzing the behavior of CC devices in transonic regimes,
using a variety of slot geometries. The airfoil under consideration was the McDonnell Douglas
DLBA032, with a 25% chord length aileron. The Reynolds number was varied between five
million and twenty-five million. The airfoil was fitted with a trip at 15% of the chord on the upper
surface and 28% of chord on the lower surface. Because of this trip in the experimental tests, the
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numerical simulations were able to assume a fully turbulent flow. The numerical results were
compared to experimental data gathered in the AGARD CFD Validation database. Simulations
were performed using 300,000 to 400,000 cell meshes. This experiment used the Helicopter MultiBlock CFD code (HMB), which is built to effectively analyze compressibility, shocks, unsteady
simulations, and turbulence. Initially, numerical tests were performed in order to determine
reasonable agreement between the AGARD experimental data and the HMB CFD results. In
tracking Cl, Cd, and Cm for similar conditions, reasonable agreement was found.
Once the Coandă devices were added to the airfoil in question, the skin thickness between
the upper surface and the blowing slot was set at 0.06% chord. Four designs were analyzed: two
converging nozzles, a converging-diverging nozzle, and a stepped geometry. Among these
designs, the Coandă surface radii varied from 0.5% chord to 0.525% chord, and the slot height
varied from 0.025% chord to 0.05% chord. Tests were run with no blowing but with the Coandă
devices installed, and it was discovered that the main characteristics of the flow were unaffected
by the disactivated Coandă devices. The four geometries are shown in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Four geometries that were computationally tested by Forster et al, showing the various ratios
between slot height h, Coandă radius r, and flap thickness t. [9]
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The first design analyzed was a converging nozzle with a 10:1 radius-to-slot-height ratio.
For this test, various values of blowing momentum coefficient were compared to a 3 degree flap
deflection. It was found that at a momentum coefficient of 0.003, results agreed well with a 3
degree flap deflection, although at momentum coefficients approaching 0.005, separation
occurred.
The next design was a converging nozzle with a 21:1 radius-to-slot-height ratio. This ratio
was achieved by halving the slot height. At this slot height, it was found that similar results to the
previous test (reasonable agreement with a 3 degree flap deflection) could be achieved at a
momentum coefficient of 0.002. Here separation occurred at a momentum coefficient of 0.0035.
It was also found that this configuration showed an overall higher lift augmentation ratio, which
is defined as the change in lift coefficient divided by the momentum coefficient.
The next design was a converging-diverging nozzle with a radius-to-slot-height ratio of
21:1. This configuration was able to delay separation up to a momentum coefficient of 0.006.
There was a hazard of under or overexpansion, but a maximum lift augmentation ratio was found
at a momentum coefficient of 0.0032.
The last geometry that was analyzed included a step between the slot outlet and the Coandă
surface. This design allowed the jet to remain attached up to a momentum coefficient of 0.0057.
As the nozzle pressure ratio was increased further past this point, though, the jet still detached.
This paper serves as an example of a purely computational study. The results of these studies are
often displayed as pressure or velocity contours, as in Figure 8, taken from the paper above [9].
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Figure 8: Flow through the various nozzle geometries from Figure 7, with flow field displayed as a Mach
Number contour. The effects of the step and nozzle geometries can be observed. [9]

Even purely computational studies such as Forster and Steijl’s, however, often compare
their results to experimental or analytical data from other studies, as Forster and Steijl did. This
method validates the computational results and also provides needed constants. Experimental
methods are also common, especially as few computational solvers are fully tested and validated
to provide overwhelming confidence in their accuracy. Many researchers prefer purely
experimental work, which is often used to derive empirical relations that can be applied to future
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studies. Some, though, also validate their experimental setups by comparing their results to
computational studies.
As an example of experimental studies, two papers were published by the same partnership
of BAE Systems and the University of Manchester, though the teams of researchers worked
separately. Both were published in 2019.
The first paper was authored by Warsop et al [10]. During the study, a wing geometry was
chosen (a blended-wing-body configuration) and flown experimentally. The model is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: The MAGMA planform model that was flown experimentally by Warsop et al [10]

The geometry was fitted with a custom-designed engine by Hawk Turbine of Sweden that
included an in-built offtake to bleed off 9% of the primary flow into the CC system compressor.
In the design of the aircraft, the mass was set to 40 kg and the wing loading to 120 N/m2, which
gave a planform area of 3 m2. An aspect ratio of 5 was chosen, resulting in a span of 4 m. For the
base geometry of the aircraft, the experimenters created a modified small-scale model of a Boeing
1303 UCAV planform. Slight modifications were made to increase the stability of the original
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1303. The wings of the model had a NACA 0012 airfoil, blended into a modified NACA 0018
airfoil over the fuselage. The structure of the final model was made up of a combination of foam
along with stressed skin composites. The AFC system was integrated into this vehicle, with control
of the actuators routed through the flight control computer to the pilot’s transmitter. Data was
recorded in flight regarding the flight conditions, position, acceleration, control surface deflection,
and fuel consumption. Multiple cameras were installed over the surface of the model to monitor
tuft flow visualization in flight. The model developed in this study has been flown successfully
without AFC actuation to test stability, and it has completed ground testing to investigate various
weights and thermal considerations. The in-built fluidic system used for the AFC has been tested
to ensure its reliability. As of the publication of this paper in January 2019, additional flight tests
were planned to verify the overall functioning and performance of the model and gather data prior
to performing tests using the AFC actuation system.
The second paper, by Phillips et al [11], described a project by the same task group, which
studied similar blended wing-body configurations and even used the MAGMA planform as one of
its two geometries under consideration. Its purpose was testing the effectiveness of sweeping jet
actuators mounted on blended wing-fuselage style aircraft. The sweeping jet apparatus is shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The sweeping jet design utilized by Phillips et al. The design is intended to cause blowing
over a wide-angle range without internal moving parts. [11]
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Experiments were carried out on two semi-span wing-body models, referred to as the
SACCON (Stability And Control CONfiguration) and the MAGMA, which was developed by
BAE Systems and the University of Manchester. Contributors were the University of Arizona, the
University of Manchester, and BAE Systems, and tests were carried out in a closed-loop subsonic
wind tunnel at the University of Arizona.
The wind tunnel tests for this project were maintained in the incompressible regime, with
the Mach number below 0.2. The Reynolds Number was calculated relative to the root chord and
found to be approximately 106. Compressed air was channeled to the sweeping jet actuators from
an outside source, traveling via the same mounting bracket as was used by the force balance that
supported the model. The sweeping jets covered angles of up to 100 degrees each. The nature of
the sweeping jets caused them to tax the compressor more than steady jets would have, but that
loss was made up by a decreased in the required momentum coefficient. The MAGMA model had
a leading-edge sweep of 47 degrees, an Aspect Ratio of 3.4, and a planform area of 458.2 in2. This
model was fitted with four sweeping jets on the upper surface and three on the lower surface. The
SACCON model had a leading-edge sweep of 53 degrees. This model was fitted with a variable
number of sweeping jets on the surface above its flap, varying between 2 and 13 jets, depending
on which jets were intentionally obscured for any given test. Five more jets were also included at
the leading edge of the SACCON model, on the upper surface. Another experiment was performed
using a rectangular wing with a NACA 0012 section and a sweep of 45 degrees. This wing was
equipped with closely spaced sweeping jet actuators on the top and bottom surfaces.
Results were gathered via oil flow, pressure-sensitive paint, and tuft visualization. During
the tests on the 0012-wing section, at a Cμ of 0.25 and an angle of attack of 9.6 degrees, the
actuation was shown via tuft visualization to improve attachment of the flow at the leading edge
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of the airfoil. Tests were also run on the SACCON model, at various angles of attack. Slight
differences in pressure coefficient can be tracked related to the presence or absence of blowing.
The blowing was found to be associated with higher pressure near the trailing edge of the wing,
which resulted in a pitch-up moment. At angles of attack nearing 15 degrees, the actuation no
longer had effect. Blowing from different locations relative to the Mean Reference Line of the
aircraft resulted in both pitch-up and pitch-down moments. With respect to the yawing moment,
the actuation was able to provide roughly half of the yawing moment coefficient that a split flap
provided, but the sweeping jet actuation was effective at a wider range of angles of attack. The Cμ
was maintained less than or equal to 1.28% for these tests. For the MAGMA model, the
experimental results were displayed via pressure-sensitive-paint and tuft visualization and
compared to CFD results. The program used was the Boeing-developed Computational Fluid
Dynamics called BCFD7. The CFD setup was adjusted to account for the wind tunnel walls present
in the experimental tests. It was found that at a Cμ of 0.26%, the total yaw under the influence of
the actuators was nearly twice the yaw without actuation. This influence could also be controlled
by altering the orientation of the sweeping jets, and it could be increased by adding to the number
of jets. The authors of this experiment derived an analytical expression for the jet momentum as a
function of the lift, control surface deflection, and angle of attack, and performed brief tests to
validate it.
Both of the above papers performed experimental tests on blended wing-body
configurations and the methods of stabilizing them using CC. Both of these experimental studies,
however, also made use of computational analysis in order to validate their experimental setup. As
shown the example in Figure 11, taken from Phillips’s paper [11], the two methods tend to show
promising agreement.
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Figure 11: A comparison Cp results of pressure-sensitive paint experimental methods (top) and simulated
CFD results (bottom). The similarity between the results helps validate both methods. [11]

E. Non-Traditional Areas in Which Circulation Control Can Be Applied
The majority of the papers summarized above utilize fairly similar applications of CC,
mainly through standard blowing slots over constant-radius Coandă surfaces, on the trailing edges
of aircraft wings in the effort to maximize lift and minimize drag. These are not the only
applications of the CC, however.
An example of this is a paper by Mazumder et al [12]. This paper studies a different method
of flow control, the Cross Flow Fan (CFF), shown in Figure 12 below.
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Figure 12: An example of a Cross Flow Fan, installed near the leading edge of an airfoil to actively
control the flow over the rest of the airfoil. [12]

In this study, the CFF was embedded near the leading edge of a NACA 65-212 airfoil in
an effort to control the flow characteristics over its surface in that area. The Computational Fluid
Dynamics portion of this study was carried out using ANSYS Fluent. The base CAD model is
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The geometry of a NACA 65-212 Airfoil with an embedded CFF. The CFF’s placement
allows it to influence the flow over the downstream portion of the airfoil, which is the majority. [12]

The mesh was generated using the Pointwise software, and was constructed using roughly
343,000 cells, depending on the geometry of the fan. The rotation speed of the fan was held
constant at 933 rad/sec, and the freestream Reynolds number was set at 3x106.
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The tracked variables were the number of blades on the Cross Flow Fan, the ratio of the
diameters of the hub and shroud of the fan, and the orientation of the blades, including side slat
opening and pitch angle. The researchers tracked the Cl and Cp related to these geometries. Using
the data gathered from all of these orientations, the researchers derived an empirical analytical
expression for the Cl and Cp based on these inputs. They determined that the overall most
advantageous geometry included 24 fan blades, a pitch angle of 13 degrees, a hub-to-shroud ratio
of 0.76, a bottom slat opening radius of 0.5 inches, and a top slat opening factor of 1.05.
This paper is an example of the concept of CC being applied via a nontraditional method,
the Cross Flow Fan, to affect the flow over an airfoil. The flow is controlled over the leading edge
rather than the trailing edge, but advantageous effects are still observed in the C l and Cp of the
airfoil.
As another example of a non-traditional method of studying CC, the paper by Neurt et al
[13] of TU Braunschweig, Institute of Structural Analysis, Beetovenstr in Brunswick Germany. In
this paper, the CC itself is applied in a traditional manner, on the trailing edge of the wing, making
use of blowing slots and Coandă surfaces, but its effectiveness is studied with regard to the
aeroelastic structure of the aircraft. This method examines the aircraft from a much more highlevel-system perspective rather than only the aerodynamic advantages of CC. The geometry
studied was a three-dimensional finite wing with a combination of a flap and a Coandă device. A
model describing the structural aspects of the aircraft is derived analytically, as are expressions for
the CL and CM of two geometries. The two geometries include one with a nose droop for high-lift
applications, and one without, shown in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14: Two geometries were analyzed, one with a droop nose for high lift conditions, and one with a
traditional nose shape. [13]

Separate expressions are derived for the aerodynamic characteristics for both steady and
unsteady tests. The researchers also derived expressions for various stability derivatives for all
three dimensions: roll, pitch, and yaw. They plotted the resultant expressions relating the stability
derivatives and aerodynamic characteristics versus angle of attack. Lastly they investigated the
aeroelastic coupling between these results and the structural effects on the model.
This paper is another example of a nontraditional method of applying CC. While the setup
of the device is familiar, the analysis is carried out from the perspective of a combination of
stability and structural considerations for the wing as a whole.
CC can be applied in a wide variety of applications with a wide variety of advantages.
Studies have tested various geometries, jet velocities, freestream conditions, computational and
experimental testing techniques, and non-traditional applications. With this work as a foundation,
the following study was performed in order to build upon it.
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3. Design Parameters and Model Description
A key component of the study of CC is the Coandă Effect. In order to observe this effect,
it is necessary to study the behavior of air blown tangentially to a curved surface. Thus, the
necessary characteristics of a geometry under study is a blowing slot, or an orifice through which
the air is expelled, and a tangential Coandă surface, to which the blown air may attach or separate,
depending on the conditions.
The first model analyzed was a simplified airfoil consisting of a basic rectangular profile
with an added Coandă surface and blowing slot, as shown in the example in Figure 15.

Figure 15: An example geometry from the first model set. The airfoil was simplified to a box shape to
isolate the effects of the trailing edge geometry.

The chord length of this airfoil was set at 235mm, to serve as a constant reference value.
The velocity of the blowing jet was held constant at 10 m/s, which eliminates the need to account
for compressibility effects. The Coandă radius and the height of the blowing slot were each varied
relative to the chord length. The radius of the Coandă surface was designated as r, the height of
the blowing slot as h, and the constant chord as c. The controlled geometrical characteristics were
the ratios r/c, h/r, and h/c. Geometries were designed for four separate values of r/c and eight values
of h/r, resulting in forty total geometries. Each of these configurations dictated a corresponding
h/c value. These geometries were tested with no freestream, and the behavior of the flow was
examined only near the blowing slot. Thus, the chord was assigned only as a reference value.
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The second and principle model under consideration during this project was based on the
NACA 0015. This symmetric airfoil was chosen for its simple geometry and predictable effect
under a given freestream. For this airfoil, it is possible to easily track differences in the
characteristics of the flow based on small adjustments made to its geometry. The airfoil chord was
normalized to 1 meter in length before adjustments were made. The first adjustment was the
addition of a Coandă surface on the trailing edge, which abridged the pointed edge and replaced it
with a curve of constant radius. The second adjustment was the addition of a blowing slot
positioned between the upper surface of the airfoil and the tangent edge of the Coandă surface.
The resulting airfoil is shown in Figure 16. It was discovered that, in order to vary the radius of
the Coandă surface as done in the previous model, the chord of the foil would itself be changed
significantly as well, if the edges of the Coandă surface were to be kept flush with the airfoil
surface. In order to simplify this issue, it was decided that the geometry of this model would be
held constant, and the velocity of the blown air would be varied.

Figure 16: The geometry of the second model, based on a NACA 0015, with a modified trailing edge that
incorporates the CC device’s blowing slot and Coandă surface.

The study of this model was also augmented by the addition of a freestream flow. The V∞
was held constant at 20 m/s, and the velocity of the blown air, or Vjet was varied. In order to track
this change, the variable under examination was the ratio Vjet/V∞.
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4. Computational Model
The models described above were analyzed in ANSYS Fluent. The simplified rectangular
geometries were created in the ANSYS sub-program Design Modeler and transferred directly
through Meshing and ANSYS Fluent. All geometries were assigned a standard span of 100mm.
The forty geometries were created and analyzed separately, and the results were gathered via
pressure contours centered around the blowing slot and the Coandă surface. The meshes used were
unstructured tet-dominant and made up of 5,000 to 10,000 cells, depending on the details of the
geometry. An example of one of these meshes is seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The simplified Coandă geometry was modeled using a tetrahedral mesh of 5000 to 10,000
cells.
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The geometry based on the NACA 0015 was created initially in SolidEdge 2019 due to its
more complicated profile, and it was afterwards imported into the ANSYS suite. Due to the
incompatibility of the two programs’ file specifications for two-dimensional geometries, the
profile was extruded into a third dimension. The airfoil with 1-meter chord was given a 1 mm
thickness, and the side walls were assigned slip conditions so as to not interfere with the flow
through the blowing slot.
The mesh on this model was refined such that it contained 440,000 nodes, just shy of the
512,000 maximum limit that is included in the ANSYS Student subscription. The mesh is shown
in Figure 18 below.

Figure 18: The NACA 0015 geometry was meshed with more refinement, utilizing 440,000 nodes.
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5. Results and Discussion
The results of the analysis of the first model are shown in Figures 19 through 23 below.
Each figure contains a set of three images, with the value of r (radius of the Coandă surface) divided
by c (chord length of the airfoil) constant across the three. However, moving from left to right, the
value of h (height of the blowing slot) divided by r increases, which causes the value of h/c to
increase as well. Each Figure represents a different constant r/c value, increasing with the Figure
number. The thickness of the airfoil itself is held constant through all tests of this model, but as
the radius increases, it causes the thickness to appear smaller in comparison.

a) h/r = 0.022, h/c = 0.0004
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b)

h/r = 0.026, h/c = 0.0005

c) h/r = 0.046, h/c = 0.0009
Figure 19: Three geometries with r/c = 0.02, with varying slot height. The color gradient displays a static
pressure contour.
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a) h/r = 0.022, h/c = 0.0007

b) h/r = 0.026, h/c = 0.0008
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c) h/r = 0.046, h/c = 0.0014
Figure 20: Three geometries with r/c = 0.03, with varying slot height. The color gradient displays a static
pressure contour.

a) h/r = 0.022, h/c = 0.0009
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b) h/r = 0.026, h/c = 0.0010

c) h/r = 0.046, h/c = 0.0018
Figure 21: Three geometries with r/c = 0.04, with varying slot height. The color gradient displays a static
pressure contour.
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a) h/r = 0.022, h/c = 0.0011

b) h/r = 0.026, h/c = 0.0013
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c) h/r = 0.046, h/c = 0.0023
Figure 22: Three geometries with r/c = 0.05, with varying slot height. The color gradient displays a static
pressure contour.

a) h/r = 0.022, h/c = 0.0013
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b) h/r = 0.026, h/c = 0.0016

c) h/r = 0.046, h/c = 0.0028
Figure 23: Three geometries with r/c = 0.06, with varying slot height. The color gradient displays a static
pressure contour.

In Figures 19 - 23, the elements defining the mesh’s large cells can be clearly seen in the
pressure contours. Due to the size of the cells proportionate to the geometries being analyzed, the
results are not conclusive. From this it was found that further research should include greater mesh
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refinement. A general trend can be seen in each figure, showing the placement of the lowest
pressure, the darkest blue areas in the contour, moving slightly down the Coandă surface away
from the blowing slot. The change is not drastic, however, and the exact point of flow separation
is difficult to establish with such large cells. The theory of CC delaying flow separation behind an
airfoil trailing edge is supported by these results, but it is not thoroughly established. Because of
this, the researchers decided to proceed to develop and analyze the second model.
The computational results of the second model can be seen Figure 24. In this model the
geometry was held constant throughout and the variable parameter was the ratio of Vjet, the velocity
of the blow jet, normalized by V∞, the velocity of the freestream flow. Each Figure shows the
results of two velocity ratios, with the ratio values increasing with the figure number. The color
gradient pictured represents the dynamic pressure contour, with scales between 0 and 7000 Pascals,
with specific scales dependent on the image in question. In this case, the contour scale specific to
the image can be found in miniature form on the left side of the image, for reference.
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a) Vjet/V∞ = 2.0

b) Vjet/V∞ = 3.0

c) Vjet/V∞ = 4.0

d) Vjet/V∞ = 5.0
Figure 24: Select results of testing a variable Vjet value with a constant geometry. The color gradient
displays a dynamic pressure contour. Full results are found in the Appendix.
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Figure 24 represents Vjet/V∞ ratio values ranging from 2.0 to 5.0. Figure 24 shows only
results of four ratio values; the full results with a step of 0.1 are found in the Appendix. If one
compares the four images from Figure 24, a distinct shift can be seen in the separation point of the
flow exiting the blowing slot. This separation point is influenced by a number of factors, including
the presence of a freestream flow, which was not included in the previous simplified model. Figure
25 presents the full airfoil subsequent to computational analysis, to display the effect of the
freestream flow on the pressure gradient across the entire airfoil. The presence of the freestream
flow discourages the flow from remaining attached at the trailing edge, as the freestream creates
an area of low pressure behind the wing that is independent of the CC device. In this case, the blunt
trailing edge caused by the implementation of the Coandă surface hinders the effectiveness of the
CC device, as it encourages the formation of a large low-pressure zone that would otherwise be
filled in by a sharp trailing edge. However, the purpose of the CC device is to not only overcome
the disadvantage of the blunt trailing edge but to also eliminate the low-pressure airfoil wake
altogether, something that a traditional trailing edge cannot do.

Figure 25: An expanded view of the pressure contour over the airfoil with no blowing. The turbulent
separation bubble can be seen at the trailing edge.

This advantage is seen by comparison of the images in Figure 24 of low Vjet/V∞ values
with the images of high Vjet/V∞ values. Despite the effects of the freestream on the blunt trailing
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edge of the airfoil, the separation point of the flow can clearly be seen to shift down the surface of
the Coandă radius, directly related to the increasing value of the Vjet/V∞ ratio. This shift clearly
displays the Coandă Effect influencing the flow and delaying its separation from the Coandă
surface. Due to this effect, the direct result of the attached flow is the decrease of pressure drag on
the trailing surface of the airfoil, as the low-pressure wake is substantially diminished by the
attached flow. This decrease in pressure drag allows the aircraft to achieve either higher speeds at
the same applied thrust or an identical speed attained with lower applied thrust. These results lead
directly to a more fuel-efficient aircraft and lower noise pollution.
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6. Conclusion
The study was performed to explore the fundamental principles of CC and its roots in the
Coandă Effect by tracking the separation point of CC flow over a Coandă surface, which can be
used to judge the effectiveness of a CC device. Literature reveals that advantages in lift and in
drag reduction are to be expected from a standard CC device utilizing a Coandă surface, so this
standard was used to judge the calculated results. As expected, the results of this study showed a
connection between the ratio of jet velocity to freestream velocity and the separation point of the
airfoil wake. As the ratio was increased from 2.0 to 5.0 by steps of 0.1, the change in the location
of the separation point could be clearly observed. Through visual inspection, the separation point
travels from roughly 20 degrees relative to the vertical to almost 70 degrees. Due to the movement
of the separation point, it could be gathered that the use of CC devices could effectively delay stall,
decrease drag, and increase lift over an airfoil. In future study, the separation point could be tracked
more precisely, using the dynamic pressure field to determine the point at which the pressure
gradient becomes adverse.
If this technology is controlled by an active system, meaning the strength or direction of
the flow is controlled either by a feedback loop or by a pilot’s input, it could be used to actively
control the lift over the trailing edge of the airfoil. Properly applied, these lift gains could account
for a portion or the entirety of the function of an aircraft’s control surfaces. The traditional control
surfaces of aircraft today are heavy, complex, and require discontinuities in the surface of the
airfoil, causing high levels of drag. If these were replaced with pneumatic flaps utilizing CC
technology similar to what is demonstrated above, the performance of an aircraft could be greatly
improved. The potential in this area is great and warrants further exploration as we investigate the
future of aviation.
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7. Appendix
Full results of testing a variable Vjet value with a constant geometry. Vjet values are shown from
2.0 to 5.0 in steps of 0.1. The color gradient displays a dynamic pressure contour.

a) Vjet/V∞ = 2.0

b) Vjet/V∞ = 2.1

c) Vjet/V∞ = 2.2
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d) Vjet/V∞ = 2.3

e) Vjet/V∞ = 2.4

f) Vjet/V∞ = 2.5
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g) Vjet/V∞ = 2.6

h) Vjet/V∞ = 2.7

i) Vjet/V∞ = 2.8
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j) Vjet/V∞ = 2.9

k) Vjet/V∞ = 3.0

l) Vjet/V∞ = 3.1
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m) Vjet/V∞ = 3.2

n) Vjet/V∞ = 3.3

o) Vjet/V∞ = 3.4
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p) Vjet/V∞ = 3.5

q) Vjet/V∞ = 3.6

r) Vjet/V∞ = 3.7
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s) Vjet/V∞ = 3.8

t) Vjet/V∞ = 3.9

u) Vjet/V∞ = 4.0

v) Vjet/V∞ = 4.1
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w) Vjet/V∞ = 4.2

x) Vjet/V∞ = 4.3

y) Vjet/V∞ = 4.4
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z) Vjet/V∞ = 4.5

aa) Vjet/V∞ = 4.6

bb) Vjet/V∞ = 4.7
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cc) Vjet/V∞ = 4.8

dd) Vjet/V∞ = 4.9

ee) Vjet/V∞ = 5.0
Figure 24: Results of testing a variable Vjet value with a constant geometry. The color gradient displays a
dynamic pressure contour.
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